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Zusammenfassung

Die gleichzeitige Messung neuronaler Aktivität von Nervenzellen im ganzen Gehirn oder
Nervensystemwürde es ermöglichen Eigenschaften undDynamik von ausgedehnteren neu-
ronalen Netzwerken zu untersuchen. Optische Messung neuronaler Aktivität mit Hilfe von
genetisch expremierten Kalziumindikatoren ist hier eine attrakive Methode, da sie erlaubt
Neuronen in einem größerem Bereich aufzunehmen. Allerdings ist dieser Bereich durch
Lichtstreuung im Gewebe und technische Limitierungen begrenzt.
In Tiermodellen, wie Zebrabärblingslarven, juvenilen Zebrabärblingen (Danio Rerio) undDa-
nionella translucida (DT), ist die Messung gehirnweiter neuronaler Aktivität mittels optischer
Methoden prinzipiell dennoch möglich, da diese klein und transparent sind. Allerdings er-
lauben es gegenwärtig existierende Mikroskope nicht die Vorteile dieser Tiermodelle auszu-
schöpfen, da dies ein optimiertes Ausbalancieren von Auflösung, Aufnahmerate und Sicht-
feld erfordert.
Einzelobjektiv-Lichtblattmikroskopie (engl. Oblique Plane Microscopy, OPM) ist eine Mikro-
skopietechnik, die potentiell dazu geeignet ist dies zu leisten. Allerdings war diese Technik
bisher auf die Nutzung eines Objektivs mit hoher numerischer Apertur (NA) angewiesen.
Dies begrenzte ihr Sichtfeld auf einen Durchmesser von ca. 1mm, welches kleiner als das
ganze Nervensystem eines juvenile Zebrafischbärblings oder das Gehirn von DT ist.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelte ich daher eine Familie von Einzelobjektiv-Lichtblattmi-
kroskopen, die dieser Beschränkung nicht unterliegen.Diffractive Oblique Plane Microscopy
(DOPM) und Image Transfer Oblique Plane Microscopy (IOPM) operieren bei niedriger und
mittlerer numerischer Apertur und sind daher in der Lage innerhalb eines Sichtfelds von 3.3
mm × 3.0 mm × 1.0 mm und 2 mm x 1.4 mm x 1 mm (XYZ) abbzubilden.
Ich zeige, dass DOPM in der Lage ist das gesamte Nervensystem eins juvenilen Zebrafisch-
bärblings mit der Rate von einem 1Hz aufzunehmen und es erlaubt neuronale Aktivität von
großen Teilen des Gehirns zu messen. Weiterhin zeige ich, dass IOPM es ermöglicht simul-
tan neuronale Aktivität im ganzen Gehirn einer ausgewachsenen DT aufzunehmen und es
somit erlaubt Charakterstika des gesamten auditorischen Systems zu ermitteln.
Die aus diesen Entwicklungen resultierende Möglichkeit, gehirnweite neuronale Aktivität
von juvenilen Zebrafischbärblingen und ausgewachsenen DT mit hoher Geschwindigkeit
zu messen, wird es ermöglichen neue Einsichten in die Funktionsweise von gehirnweiten
neuronalen Netzen und dem Zusammenwirken unterschiedlicher Gehirnareale zu ermögli-
chen.
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Abstract

The ability to simultaneously monitor the neural activity distributed throughout the entire
brain would enable scientists to address complex questions related to how neural activity is
organized across neural circuits.
Optical imaging with the help of genetically encoded calcium sensors promises to bring this
goal within reach, but the optical access is limited by scattering of the biological tissue and
optical engineering constraints.
Fortunately, non-human animal models such as Danionella translucida (DT) and the larval
or juvenile Danio Rerio (zebrafish) are small and transparent throughout their life. Optical
imaging studies of these organisms therefore are ideally suited to monitor brain-wide neural
activity. However, existing microscopy systems do not take full advantage of the potential
of these animal models, which would demand an optimized trade-off between resolution,
speed, and field of view (FOV).
Oblique plane microscopy (OPM) is a technique that potentially is able to overcome these
limitations. So far, these techniques have relied on the use of high numerical aperture (NA)
detection objective lenses, limiting their FOV to around 1 mm x 1 mm, which is too small to
accommodate the nervous system of juvenile zebrafish or the brain of adult DT.
I addressed this limitation by designing, building and characterising a family of new OPM
variants, diffractive oblique plane microscopy (DOPM) and image transfer oblique plane
microscope (IOPM), which have a significantly larger FOV. They operate at low and inter-
mediate NA therefore achieve a FOV of 3.3 mm × 3.0 mm × 1.0 mm and 2 mm x 1.4 mm x
1 mm, respectively.
I show that DOPM can be used to image the whole nervous system of a juvenile zebrafish
at 1Hz and it allows us to extract neural signals from large parts of its brain. Furthermore I
show that IOPM is able to simultaneously record neural activity throughout the whole brain
of an adult DT at 1Hz and allows us to map out features of the whole auditory pathway of
DT.
The resulting ability to simultaneously record neural activity throughout the whole brain of
juvenile zebrafish and the adult DT at an unprecedented speed will enable us to advance our
understanding of the functioning of brain-wide circuits and the complex interplay of different
brain areas in vertebrates.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Understanding the Nervous System through Neural Population Imaging

The aim of modern neuroscience is to build an understanding of the nervous system of animals.
It therefore touches upon question that are alreadymillennia old, such as the difference between
animate and inanimate nature, the causes and rules that produce the behavior of animals and
the properties of mental phenomena and perception.
Modern neuroscience approaches these questions by using the scientific method. One hallmark
of the scientific method is the controlled and selective gathering of observations and meas-
urements from the systems that are to be understood. If possible, additional causal interven-
tions accompany these measurements and constitute the scientific experiment. This makes
advances in scientific understanding of the world equally dependent on theoretical insights,
methodological innovations, and a careful selection of the system to be studied.
Throughout its history, neuroscience has therefore progressed through method developments,
such as the stainingmethods by Camillo Golgi [1], the careful selection of experimental systems,
such as sea slug Aplysia by Eric Kandel [2], and conceptual insights, such as the predictive
coding hypothesis developed by Horace Barlow [3].
These innovations have led up to the contemporary understanding of the nervous system as
an interconnected cellular network of thousand to billions of neurons. Within this network, the
membrane potential of each neuron can be changed via neurotransmitters released at chemical
synapses, neuromodulators in the extracellular space, or direct electrical coupling with neigh-
boring cells via gap junctions. Upon crossing a threshold, this change in membrane potential
leads to action potentials, milliseconds long rapid all-or-nothing jumps in membrane voltage.
The action potentials are transmitted along thin projections, the axons, and lead to the release
of neurotransmitters at the synapses located at the axon terminals. At the synapses the neuro-
transmitters in turn lead to an increase (excitatory connection) or decrease (inhibitory connec-
tions) in membrane potential of the connected post-synaptic cells [4].
At a high level of abstraction the brain can therefore be conceptualized as a dynamical or inform-
ation processing system consisting of many recurrently coupled non-linear units, that change
their membrane potential over timescales of milliseconds [5]. This system causes the behavior
of the animal via efferent projections to the neuro-muscular junction and is affected by changes
in its surrounding via afferent projections from sensory organs and internal processes of the
organism [4].
One great achievement of modern systems neuroscience is the discovery that information about
the behavior of the animal can, in some settings, be decoded from a recording of only a subset
of the neurons in the brain [6, 7]. Additionally, neural activity of such population recordings
is often found to be low dimensional in nature [8]. It is currently unknown, whether the recor-
ded neural activity will remain low dimensional, if more neurons in distant areas are recorded
simultaneously during more complex and natural behaviors.
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Since neural activity related to behavioral markers like locomotion or thirst can be found through-
out the whole brain [9, 10], it is plausible that cognitive phenomena and neural processes involve
many neurons distributed throughout distant brain areas. To understand the internal functional
building blocks and principles of the nervous system will therefore require measurements of
large parts of the ongoing activity in a large number of neurons (thousands to billions) across
the entire brain. The ability to do so depends on the availability of appropriate measurement
tools, as well as on the choice of a suitable nervous system, to which they can be applied.

1.2 The Instruments

From the middle of the 20th century until today the number of neurons that can be recorded
simultaneously has steadily increased from a single neuron to thousands of neurons [11]. This
advancement in what we can measure within the living brain was achieved using a variety of
technologies, the most prominent of which are shown in Figure 1.

a b c

10ms 10s 1s

Figure 1: Three Common Methods for Recording Neural Activity - The upper panel shows a simpli-
fied recording scheme, whereas the lower panel shows the temporal properties of the measured signals:
(a) Electrical Recordings – a probe consisting of multiple independent recording channels is inserted
into the nervous tissue. If cells fire action potentials, corresponding voltage changes are measured at
multiple channels at a kHz rate. The temporal resolution allows to record single action potential. (b)
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) – Local oxygen consumption of the nervous system can
be measured via resonance of nuclear spin in an external magnetic field. This signals serves a proxy
for the total neural activity of a population of neurons and has a temporal resolution of 1 to 2 seconds.
(c) Optical Neural Imaging with Calcium Indicators – Neurons are filled with a calcium indicator, or ge-
netically modified in order to express the calcium indicator. Action potentials fired by a neuron lead to a
change in fluorescence with a specific rise (tens of milliseconds) and fall time (hundreds milliseconds)
depending on cell type and calcium indicator. This signal has to be recorded by an optical system for
as many neurons as possible and can then be turned into time series data. Illustration by Maximilian
Hoffmann
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Electrical Recordings
The oldest and most direct method to measure neural activity is to place an electrode into
the nervous tissue and measure the local voltage, which carries information about the spiking
activity of nearby neurons [12]. Initially a single electrode was used to record from one or two
neurons [13, 14]. Starting in the 1970s the development of multi-electrode setups and electrode
arrays gradually allowed to increase this number to tens to hundred of neurons [15]. Today, the
most recent electrical recording technology is a 100 μm thick and 1 cm long probe, along which
936 recording channels are placed. This so-called Neuropixel probe [16] can locally record
electrical signals of thousands of neurons at temporal resolution of up to 10 kHz, where single
action potentials can be tracked (Figure 1a).
Despite its superb temporal resolution electrical recording of neural activity has limitations. Elec-
trical recordings of neuronal activity are only possible from neurons in spatial proximity of the
recording electrode and do not reveal their accurate spatial locations. Additionally, recording
distributed circuits across multiple brain regions is often difficult, as not all regions that com-
prise the circuit can be reached with one or even multiple probes at the same time. Finally the
nervous tissue has to be able to tolerate the incision and tissue displacement caused by the
probe. For smaller animals, which are themselves only on the order of hundreds of micrometer,
an insertion of a multichannel probe is therefore often not possible.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a non-invasive method to measure neural
activity, established during the 1990s. Here the tissue is excited with a radio-frequency pulse
and the subsequent resonant behavior of the nuclear spin of water protons in an external mag-
netic field is measured. Increased neural activity locally changes the vascular concentration
of paramagnetic deoxy-hemoglobin, which changes the measured resonance behavior [17,
18]. This blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast then serves as an indirect measure
of neural activity.
fMRI in its current form can reach a spatial resolution of ∼1 mm3 and its temporal resolution
is limited by the dynamics of cerebral blood flow to ∼1-2 s [18]. While the recording volume
is large and allows for imaging of the entire human brain the fMRI signal is merely a proxy for
the average activity of thousands of cells due to low spatial resolution. Therefore neural signals
can be located throughout a vast volume, yet neural activity in a population of neurons cannot
be followed with cellular resolution (Figure 1).

Optical Recording Of Neural Activity
Another approach is to optically measure activity with the help of a microscope. Microscopy
has long played a role in neuroscience research for neuroanatomy and cell morphology. The
immense utility of microscopy has become more apparent only through the development of
contrast mechanisms, which allowed researchers to selectively mark constituents of the oth-
erwise largely transparent nervous tissue. The oldest contrast mechanism is the staining of
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a subset of cells by marking them with absorptive dye, as developed by Camillo Golgi in the
1870s [1]. Since then other contrast methods have been developed. Some are intrinsic, such
as differential interference microscopy [19, 20], and make use of the phase modulation that
light undergoes while passing through the inhomogeneous tissue, whereas others rely on the
selective modification of the specimen in order to create optical contrast.
An ubiquitously used application of the latter approach in contemporary neuroscience is fluor-
escence microscopy [21]. Here the contrast is achieved with help of fluorescence. A molecule
undergoes fluorescence, when it is excited by a photon at one wavelength and after relaxation
into a lower electronic state state emits a photon at a larger wavelength [22]. Materials that
exhibit fluorescence can be artificially synthesized, but also occur naturally, and in animals and
plants such as in the case of the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), originally isolated from the
jellyfish Aequorea Victoria [23]. These molecules can be delivered into nervous tissue, but also
genetically expressed in selective cells via insertion of the suitable DNA construct into the or-
ganism [24]. The labeled structures will then emit light of a certain color, i.e. green (520nm)
in the case of GFP, upon excitation by their excitation wavelength, i.e. 488 nm in the case of
GFP [23].
Given its usefulness for investigating the anatomical structure of the nervous system it is a
natural question whether optical techniques can also be used to measure electrical activity
in neurons. Indeed early experiments showed that even intrinsic optical properties of nervous
tissue are correlated with neural activity. However the possibility to derive scientific insights from
thesemeasurements in vivo were limited as they are either not highly localized [25] or suffer from
a very low signal-to-noise ratio [26]. The development of synthetic fluorescent calcium indicator
molecules [27] overcame these limitations and presented a great step towards making optical
neuroimaging possible (Figure 1c) [28, 29].
These fluorescent molecules change the efficiency of the conversion of excitation into emission
light, the excitation cross-section, and therefore their brightness, depending on the local calcium
concentration. The intracellular calcium concentration in turn is a proxy for the neural action po-
tential since any single action potential will lead to the opening of voltage gated calcium channels
causing an influx of calcium into the cell [30, 31]. Upon excitation of the fluorescent calcium in-
dicators, the emitted fluorescence will therefore be correlated to the membrane voltage of the
cell. Further research led to development of calcium sensor proteins that are based on GFP.
These indicators can be genetically expressed and therefore do not have to be delivered to the
organism [32, 31]. This is advantageous since permanent integration into the genome allows
for chronic and minimally invasive labelling of genetically defined large neural populations.
At the cellular level, the two factors that determine the temporal dynamics of the signal of both
the synthetic and genetically encoded calcium indicators are the dynamics of the calcium flux
following an action potential and the kinetics of the indicator molecule. The fluorescence signal
caused by a single action potential therefore typically has a rise time of 50 to 500 ms and a
decay time of up to a few seconds [33].
The number of neurons and the quality of the recorded signal depends on the imaging volume
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of the microscope as well as the accuracy and speed with which this fluorescence signal can
be recorded and attributed to neural loci. Although the resolution of optical systems can be
below one micrometer and therefore small enough to resolve single neurons, it is currently
technically challenging to maintain high resolution over imaging volumes larger than a couple
of millimeters [21]. Additionally the imaging depth of optical imaging of neural activity is limited
by light scattering: Nervous tissue is largely non-absorbing, but nevertheless scatters light on
its path through the tissue due to refractive index inhomogeneities. This quickly leads to a
deterioration of image quality as the imaging depth increases. It is therefore currently impossible
to image deeper then ∼1 mm [34].
Despite the temporal resolution and the limit posed by tissue scattering, optical imaging has
unique advantages over electrical recordings and fMRI. Electrical recordings of brain activity
currently enable recording from thousands of neurons with high temporal and cellular resolu-
tion in the immediate vicinity of the probes employed. However the number of probes that can
be implemented is limited due to their invasiveness. fMRI recordings are able to non-invasively
probe large neural volumes, but only at rather coarse spatial and temporal resolution, and there-
fore do not permit inference of the neural population activity. Here, optical recording methods
stand out with their potential cellular resolution and sub-second temporal resolution. This prom-
ises to enable the recording from distributed neural circuits of arbitrary shape as long as they
can be accommodated within the field of view (FOV) of the microscope and sampled at a suffi-
cient speed. Therefore, in recent years, multiple microscopy techniques have been introduced
that try to extend the limits in which the optical recording of neural activity is possible.

1.3 Microscopy Zoo

The common goals of microscope design for optical neuroimaging of population activity with
fluorescence microscopy are to maximize the number of neurons that can be monitored at high
temporal resolution. Since engineering design is always a trade-off this has led to a variety of
techniques with different advantages as well as technical complexity.
In its simplest form, the epi-fluorescence microscope (Figure 2), the whole sample is excited by
a light source, such as a LED or a laser. The time-varying fluorescence of the excited cells can
then be recorded by a camera sensor.
Almost all neural circuits occupy an extended volume and it is therefore highly desirable to be
able to record this three dimensional information. In the case of epi-fluorescence microscopy,
however, it is impossible, because fluorescence is also excited outside the native imaging plane
of the microscope (Figure 2, last row). These excited points in different axial planes will quickly
de-focus and therefore contribute to background noise at the native focal plane. This problem is
commonly referred to as the absence of optical sectioning and for a very densely labeled sample
prohibits the imaging of even a single plane. Therefore several microscopy designs have been
put forward that try to capture volumetric information and maintain optical sectioning.
Themost commonmicroscopymethod used for optical neuroimaging in vivo is multiphoton point
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Figure 2: Different Fluorescent Microscope Techniques Used for Optical Recordings of Neural
Activity - For every technique a simplified optical setup (top row), its acquisition scheme (middle row)
and its detector/camera image (bottom row) is shown, from left to right: Epi-fluorescence microscopy
excites the volume by shining blue light on the whole sample. All imaging points are excited simultan-
eously and emit fluoroescence (green). Their de-focused images mix on the camera sensor and cannot
be discerned. Two photon point scanning microscopy (2P) is imaging one point at a time by non-linearly
exciting fluorescence (green) with a scanned laser focus (red). Light field microscopy (LFM) excites and
images the whole imaging volume at once by wide field illumination (blue).The image of each point is
position dependent. The volumetric information is encoded in a 2D camera image and can be compu-
tationally inferred. In light sheet microscopy (LSM) a single plane is excited by creating a thin sheet of
light and imaged with an imaging system orthogonal to the excited sheet. The plane can be scanned
through the sample and the camera records one plane at a time. In oblique plane microscopy (OPM)
these planes are oblique since excitation and emission are recorded through the same objective. OPM
is similar to LSM in that it excites and images one plane at a time. However this time both the excitation
and the emission are achieved through one objective. Again the created oblique plane can be scanned,
in the case of OPM laterally, through the object in order to achieve volumetric imaging. Illustration by
Maximilian Hoffmann

scanning microscopy (Figure 2) [35]. Here a diffraction limited laser focus of a pulsed laser is se-
quentially scanned through the imaging volume and non-linearly excites fluorescence localized
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in a diffraction limited volume around the laser focus. The intensity of the emitted fluorescence
from each point is then measured with help of a single pixel detector such as a photo multiplier
tube (PMT). The resulting dataset is a time series of fluorescence intensity. Every time point
can be attributed to a precise spatial position based on scanning position and due to the con-
finement of the excitation to a small volume in space and time. Therefore optical sectioning and
even resilience to scattering is maintained. With help of this technique large FOVs of up to 5
mm have been achieved [36]. The temporal throughput of any technique can be measured by
the number of points or cells that can be recorded per second. In the case of multiphoton point
scanning microscopy this throughput currently is limited by sequential scanning scheme of the
laser focus. Additionally the fluorescence lifetime puts a fundamental limit on the acquisition rate
for multiphoton point scanning microscopy or any sequential microscopy technique: Because
the emission of the light after the excitation is on average delayed by several nanoseconds,
imaging faster would lead to cross talk between consecutive points.
To circumvent these speed limitations other microscopy techniques employ a parallel detection
scheme by recording data from different points at the same time. Some techniques record a
whole 3D volume onto a 2D camera in a single exposure by refocusing different axial planes
onto different parts of the camera sensor with help of diffractive optical elements [37]. Other, like
light field microscopy (LFM), combine multi-aperture imaging with a computational reconstruc-
tion (LFM, Figure 2, row 3 ) [38, 39, 40]. Although these techniques are genuinely volumetric
in that they allow the reconstruction of an image volume, they are limited by their lack of optical
sectioning: As in the epi-fluorescence microscope these techniques excite fluorophores across
the whole imaging volume. The reconstruction of the volume will therefore only be faithful, if the
sample is sparse enough.
A family of microscopy techniques which use a parallel detection scheme while maintaining op-
tical sectioning are selective plane illumination or lightsheet microscopes (LSM) [41, 42] (Fig-
ure 11. Here planes in the specimen are excited one at a time from the side by a thin sheet
of light and then imaged onto a camera sensor. Since the excited fluorophores are confined
to a thin region there is no out of focus blur and optical sectioning is maintained. Although
LSM still involves sequential scanning, whole 2D planes are recorded simultaneously through
the camera sensor, which typically contains millions of pixels. This allows one to record from
many cells at the same time and leads to a very high throughput. The 90 degree angle con-
figuration between illumination and imaging system ensures optical sectioning and a high axial
resolution, but demands optical access to the sample from two sides, which is often not feasible
experimentally.
To enable a similar imaging in the case of limited optical access oblique plane microscopy
(OPM), a variant of LSM has been developed. Here oblique planes in the specimen are excited
and imaged through one and the same objective. This is possible, because modern imaging
objectives with high numerical aperture (NA) can focus light within an angle of almost up to 80
degrees. These objectives can therefore image and excite a plane at the same time while main-
taining an angle between the two light paths [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. Similarly to
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LSM, in OPM the volumetric imaging is recorded by sequentially exciting and recording fluores-
cence in different oblique planes in the specimen. OPM sacrifices the superb axial resolution of
two photon point scanning or lightsheet microscopy since the excitation volume is less confined.
However it maintains optical sectioning and high throughput due it its confined excitation and
parallel detection scheme.
With their different acquistion and detection schemes, microscopy techniques currently used in
neuroimaging have diverse limitations. Usually these limitations in resolution, speed and FOV
as well as the optical sectioning capability can be traded off against each other, but the degree
to which this is possible varies. This in turn implies that the right choice of the microscope will
be highly dependent on the question and animal model investigated.

1.4 Danio Rerio andDanionella Translucida: Animals Suited for Optical Imaging

Optical neuroimaging and the resulting development of new microscope techniques presented
above have led to imaging volumes of several cubic millimeters and the recording of neural
activity of thousands of neurons [53]. Concurrent to this development of optical methods, novel
model organisms were introduced to neuroscience. One example is the teleost zebrafish (Danio
Rerio) (Figure 3a-c). Zebrafish are particularly suited for imaging studies and larval zebrafish
were the first animal, in which in vivo optical neuroimaging was performed [29]. Since then,
it has become a popular neuroscience model, because of its optical transparency in the larval
and juvenile stage, the availability of genetic tools for neurophysiological manipulation, and its
relatively small brain [54](Figure 3b).

a c db

Figure 3: The Danionins Danio Rerio (zebrafish) and Danionella Translucida (DT) - (a) Il-
lustrations of adult zebrafish, a adult male DT and a larval zebrafish (72 h post fertilization, hpf)
side by side, (b) larval zebrafish, 72 hpf , (c) adult zebrafish, (d) male adult DT. Scale bars: (a):
1 cm, (b): 1 mm, (c):1 cm, (d):2 mm, Source: Created by Maximilian Hoffmann, except (b) and (c)
adapted with permission from [55]

This optical transparency combined with the pan-neural expression of the calcium indicator
GCaMP enabled to record stimulus triggered response maps at cellular resolution through-
out the whole brain of 6 day old larvae (6 days post fertilization (dpf)) using two-photon point
scanning microscopy by iteratively recording single planes while the stimulus was repeatedly
delivered [56]. Using microscopy techniques such as light sheet microscopy or structured illu-
mination microscopy, with parallel detection schemes, it has since then been possible to record
whole brain activity of larval zebrafish at 5 dpf at cellular resolution in a tethered preparation [42]
as well as freely moving [57] at a volume rate of 1 Hz. These experimental paradigms led to
the unique opportunity to study the brain-wide correlates of motor-adaptation [58], explorative
swimming [59], foraging [60], heat perception [57, 61], evidence accumulation [62], and other
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behaviors.
As larval zebrafish develop into their adult stage, their behavioral repertoire becomesmore com-
plex and includes social behavior such as shoaling and aggression. This is likely accompanied
by a maturation and modification of underlying neural circuits and it is therefore desirable to
extend imaging studies to juvenile and adult zebrafish. Besides demanding larger FOVs from
the microscope, non-invasive imaging in older zebrafish is hampered however by a developing
cranium. Starting at the lateral side of the head, the ossification of cartilage progressively leads
to a loss of transparency as zebrafish develop into their adult stages [63](Figure 3c).
As a possible alternative, Schulze et. al [64] recently introduced the small transparent teleost
fish Danionella translucida (DT) as a model organism for neuroscience (Figure 3a,d). Similar to
adult zebrafish, DT exhibits a rich behavioral repertoire, such as hunting, schooling, and shoal-
ing. Additionally male DT communicate acoustically by clicks, which are produced by vibrating
their swimbladder with a dedicated muscle. Besides having the smallest known vertebrate brain
of only 2:5 mm× 1 mm× 0:6 mm, and only ≈ 650000 neurons, DT also maintains optical trans-
parency throughout its life because it does not develop a dorsal part of the cranium. Hence,
adult DT are more amenable to optical imaging than adult zebrafish. Conveniently, due to their
phylogenetic proximity, large parts of the existing molecular biological toolkit of zebrafish re-
search can be used to genetically modify DT and therefore express calcium indicators in its
neurons.
The appeal of both species, Danio rerio and Danionella translucida, is the optical accessibility
of their whole brain and the potential to simultaneously image distributed neural circuits. In
principle this allows for the investigation of neural circuits that take part in the mediation of
complex behaviors during development and adulthood by imaging the neural activity throughout
the whole brain or even nervous system. This however demands a microscope that is fit for the
task.

1.5 Oblique Plane Microscopy for Large Field of Views

Of all microscopy techniques discussed in Section 1.3, oblique plane microscopy (OPM) is the
most suitable candidate solution for imaging the whole-brain of small organisms such as DT and
juvenile zebrafish. Because of its parallel detection scheme it has a much higher theoretical
throughput than two-photon point scanning microscopy and therefore promises to be able to
sample the whole-brain at much higher rates. Since it is a light sheet approach, it maintains
optical sectioning. However in contrast to LSM it only requires optical access from one side,
which is crucial since lateral optical access in our samples is usually occluded by the eyes, thick
cartilage or even bones.
The basic excitation geometry of an OPM is again shown in Figure 4. A light sheet is coupled
off–axis into the imaging objective and excites an oblique plane within the specimen. This leads
to the emission of fluorescence, which can then be captured. However the oblique orientation of
the image plane demands a special imaging solution. If one were to place the camera directly
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Figure 4: The Re-imaging Step of OPM - (a) Acquisition geometry of an OPM: an oblique plane is
excited by a light sheet and the emitted fluorescence is captured through the same objective. (b) in a 1:1
imaging system the oblique plane is again imaged onto an oblique plane, it is therefore impossible to im-
age this plane onto a straight sensor as in conventional microscopy since large parts of the plane would
be out of focus (c) a conventional OPM therefore uses a re-imaging step, in which a tertiary imaging sys-
tem is re-imaging the oblique plane onto a sensor. (d) However parts of the light are always necessarily
lost at this step, (e) as the numerical aperture decreases the fraction of detected light approaches 0 %
and therefore this re-imaging solution fails. Illustration by Maximilian Hoffmann

at the image plane as in a normal microscope, it would either lead to out of focus blur or an
inacceptable shallow incidence of the light on the camera chip (Figure 4b).
Therefore a conventional OPM employs an additional re-imaging step to image the plane of
interest onto a camera sensor. As shown in Ref. [65] volumetric imaging free of spherical aber-
rations is possible, if the axial and lateral magnification of an optical system are both uniform.
By using such an optical system it is therefore possible to create an aberration-free intermediate
image of the excited plane with a uniform magnification. This plane is then brought to lie in the
focal plane of a tertiary imaging system, which, now in the geometry of a conventional micro-
scope, images the plane onto a camera sensor with the required magnification (Figure 4c). This
conventional re-imaging approach is limited to systems with relatively high NA (Figure 4d), but
leads to a total loss of light for systems above NA 0.5 (Figure 4e). Because of this constraint and
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the fact that NA and FOV are inversely proportional to date, no OPM exists with a FOV above
600 × 1000 μm3 [44]. This size in insufficient for simultaneous imaging of the whole brain of
Danionella translucida or the whole nervous system of larval and juvenile zebrafish. Therefore
the goal of this thesis was to develop new solutions to enable OPM for larger FOVs.
To achieve this, I developed new solutions to the OPM re-imaging step, applicable at low and
intermediate NAs, and implemented them by building two custom microscopes. Diffractive ob-
lique plane microscopy (DOPM) presented in Section 2.1 and published in [66] solves the re-
imaging problem for low NAs by re-directing the light with help of a diffraction grating, placed
at the intermediate image plane. Using this solution my DOPM system, which operates at 0.28
NA, is able to achieve a FOV of 3.3 mm × 3.0 mm × 1.0 mm (XYZ).
In Section 2.2 I demonstrate its applicability to optical neuroimaging of juvenile Zebrafish. Show-
ing data of Danionella translucida, I then motivate why a further optimized OPM with an inter-
mediate NA promises higher quality data.
Since the diffractive re-imaging step of DOPM only works for low NA due to mechanical con-
straints, I therefore developed image transfer oblique plane microscopy (IOPM), which I present
in Section 2.3. IOPM operates at intermediate NA, such as 0.5 NA in the case of this work. My
second system implements the re-imaging step by employing a fiber optical face plate to guide
the light onto a straight plane and achieves a FOV of 1:5 mm×2:3 mm×1 mm. In Section 2.4. I
show that this IOPM is ideally suited for optical neuroimaging of DT by recording neural activity
from the entire brain of Danionella translucida at the rate of 1Hz during auditory stimulation.
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2 Results

2.1 Methods Development and Characterization: Diffractive Oblique Plane Mi-
croscopy (DOPM)

In order to create an OPM system, that is able to cover large FOVs, I conceived, designed, and
build a diffractive oblique plane microscope (DOPM) as shown in Figure 5. At the heart of the
DOPM is a new solution to the OPM re-imaging step that operates at low NA. Instead of the
conventional OPM re-imaging step (Figure 4c), a blazed reflective grating is inserted co-planar
with the intermediate image plane. Excited fluorescence in the object will therefore be imaged
onto this grating surface. Here the light is diffracted into a tertiary imaging system and therefore
can be captured even at low NA (Figure 5a).
After preliminary experiments that ensured that diffractive re-imaging with a grating would in
principle be possible, I selected a commercially available grating with period d = 555 nm (GR,
26:7◦ blaze, 1800=mm, Richardson 33025FL01- 290R) based on the grating equation d = n ·– ·
sin (¸− ˛), where ˛ is the angle of the diffracted light , – is the wavelength, d is the period of
the blazed grating, ¸ is the incidence angle and m is the diffraction order. This choice resulted
in three allowed diffraction orders m = 2; 1; 0 predicted at ˛ = 60:4; 2:8 and 75:4◦, of which the
m = 1 diffraction order was measured to carry 43% (at – = 532 nm) of the incident light and
therefore indeed allowed for a diffractive re-imaging.
I then constructed an OPM around this re-imaging configuration, which I optimized for both
a large FOV and to satisfy mechanical constraints needed to insert the grating (Figure 5b).
I selected a 4x objective with a NA of 0.28 as the primary, secondary and tertiary imaging
lens, since it has a long working distance and one of the largest space-bandwidth products
(FOV x NA) among commercially available lenses. The DOPM design in its final form therefore
consists of two identical imaging systems, consisting of the objective and a suitable scan lens,
placed back to back, that create an intermediate image (IM) of the oblique plane at intermediate
image plane (IIM). To excite the oblique plane in the specimen a scanned Gaussian beam is
coupled into the optical system via a dichroic mirror so that it is eventually imaged off-axis at the
back focal aperture of the primary imaging objective. Furthermore a large-aperture scanning
mirror is brought maximally close to the back-focal aperture of the primary objective, which
in our case specifically is located 16.2mm outside of the objective. With this arrangement,
both, excitation laser and emission light, are scanned and de-scanned via the mirror, which
allows for dynamically changing the image plane in the specimen. A tertiary imaging system
consisting of a microscope and tube lens then images the surface of the grating, whose surface
coincides with intermediate image of the oblique plane, onto the camera (Hamamatsu ORCA
flash). The camera sensor contained 2048 × 2048 pixels with a pixel pitch of 6:5 μm. Using
a region of 2048 × 616 pixels yielded an effective FOV of 3328 μm (X) × 1001 μm (Z) at the
grating plane. This matched the confocal parameter and approximate axial imaging range of
the Gaussian excitation beam. Furthermore, it allowed us to increase the permissible frame
rate to 333 Hz. For volumetric imaging, this image plane could be scanned by 1500 μm in y with
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Figure 5: Diffractive Oblique Plane Microscopy – (a) The Diffractive Re-imaging Step – the surface
of a diffraction grating coincides with the intermediate image of the oblique plane. Because the light is
diffracted in an almost perpendicular direction it can be captured by the next imaging system, (b) The
Setup - a laser focus at the galvanometric scanning mirror (SMX) is imaged onto a de-centered spot
at the backfocal aperture of the imaging objective OBJ1 by the 4f system consisting of the two tube
lenses TL1 and TL2. This leads to an oblique incidence at the sample. Scanning the mirror SMX excites
fluorescence in an oblique plane. The emitted fluorescence from the oblique plane is imaged onto a
blazed diffraction grating (GR) at the intermediate image plane (IIM) with unit magnification by means
of two identical imaging systems (OBJ1 TL1, OBJ2 TL2). The surface of the diffraction grating (GR) is
imaged by a third imaging system (OBJ3, TL3) placed perpendicular to the grating surface. The third
imaging system collects the diffracted fluorescence at the IIM and images it onto the camera. A volume
is imaged by scanning and de-scanning the imaging plane in the sample by scanning the galvanometric
scanning mirror SMY. Adapted from [66]

help of the galvanometric scanning mirror (SMY), resulting in an accessible imaging volume of
3:3 mm × 3:0 mm × 1:0 mm (X× Y × Z).
In order to verify the instrument’s functionality and measure its performance an artificial volu-
metric sample of fluorescent beads (diameter 1 μm) was imaged with the DOPM as described
in [66]. This verified a constant resolution of 2:6 × 3:1 × 37:4 μm3 over a FOV of 3:3 mm ×
3:0 mm × 1:0 mm resulting in 3:5× 107 resolvable image points (Figure 6)
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Figure 6: Resolution of Diffractive Oblique Plane Microscopy - (a) Beads in full FOV, maximum
intensity projection of bead volume after shear transformation (ST), scale bar 1000 μm. (b) Example
beads, maximum intensity projections of five 1 μm sized beads along x, y, and z after ST; the location
in the total FOV is indicated by the arrows in (a), scale bar 20 μm. (c) Resolution across the FOV; each
plot shows the dependency of the resolution (mean ± SD) along x, y, and z on bead position along x, y,
and z (top to bottom). Taken from [66]

2.2 Methods Application: Imaging of Danio Rerio and Danionella translucida

In accordance with my design goals, the FOV of the DOPM was large enough to accommodate
larval and juvenile zebrafish ([66] and Figure 7a). To demonstrate that the microscope is indeed
useful for neuroimaging, I imaged neural activity in larval and juvenile Zebrafish by recording a
subset of the FOV containing the specimen. I was able to image neural activity throughout the
whole nervous system of Zebrafish larva throughout the microscope’s FOV [66]. Furthermore I
was able to image the whole brain of a juvenile Zebrafish and to extract neural activity of around
1000 regions of interest all over the brain at the speed of 1 Hz (Figure 7a-c). In addition to lar-
val and juvenile Zebrafish, I utilized DOPM to image the whole brain of Danionella translucida.
Although the whole brain of DT could be accommodated within the FOV of the microscope (Fig-
ure 7d) preliminary neuroimaging experiment suggested that the recording quality could benefit
from a better optical sectioning capability and an increased resolution. Because of its larger size
the present aim was not to image the entire animal, but to record brain of Danionella translucida
only. Given this aim, the DOPM microscope was indeed not perfectly optimized since the FOV
was still larger than what would be needed in order to achieve a coverage of the whole brain of
Danionella translucida. I therefore designed a system that was better optimized for whole-brain
imaging of Danionella translucida in terms of both resolution and FOV.
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Figure 7: Measurement of neuronal activity over a large field of view (FOV) - (a) maximum intensity
projection of a juvenile zebrafish (Huc: GCaMP6s) in the accessible microscope FOV. The dashed red
box represents the region, which was recorded in the time lapse experiments.. (b) MIP of the brain with
overlayed contours of the regions of interest along all three dimensions of the volume]. (c) Extracted
temporal dF/F traces of the regions of interest shown in (b), (d) a maximum intensity projection of the
brain of an adult male DT within the accessible FOV of DOPM (huc:h2b-gcamp6s x tyr); scale bar in (a),
(b) 250 μm, in (d) 1000 μm. Source: (a),(b),(c) taken from [66], (d) created by Maximilian Hoffmann.

2.3 Unpublished Results: Image Transfer Oblique Plane Microscopy

Increasing the resolution and optical sectioning capability of the microscope can be achieved by
increasing the NA of the system. Here I determined that using a 10x 0.5 NA objective (Nikon CFI
Plan Apo 10XCGlyc) as the primary imaging lens would significantly increase the resolution and
optical sectioning of the system, due to the increased angle between emission and excitation
light. At the same time the microscope would maintain a FOV big enough to image the entire
brain of DT.
However, since the angle of the imaging plane of this new objective is significantly higher, the
diffractive re-imaging step introduced in the previous section can no longer be implemented.
This is due the mechanical constraints, which do not permit the reflective geometry dictated by
the diffraction grating (Figure 8).
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I therefore developed a new re-imaging step for the 0.5 NA version of the oblique plane mi-
croscope that uses a fiber-optic faceplate. Fiber-optic faceplates consist of an array of closely
packed optical fibres and therefoe can be used to transfer an image from one side to the other.
We reasoned that, if cut at an approppriate angle, it could therefore be used to transfer the ob-
lique plane onto a straight plane. Here the fiberoptic faceplate had a cut angle of 55 degree, a
pitch of 2.5 μm. It was placed at the intermediate image plane, where light is therefore coupled
into fibers. The light is then guided to the planar side of the faceplate, where it is emitted at a
perpendicular angle and can be imaged by an imaging system.
Around this re-imaging step I designed a new OPM as depicted in Figure 7b. This system is
structurally similar to our DOPM system, but deviates in a few points: Because the back-focal
aperture (BFP) of this objective is inaccessible, two imaging systems formed by four identical
lenses in a 8f-configuration are inserted. These lenses are needed to relay the BFP onto the
scanning mirror and then onto the BFP of the second imaging objective (10x 0.45 NA , Nikon CFI
Plan Apo Lambda ). At this very same point the excitation laser beam is coupled into the system
via a small pick-off mirror to circumvent the use of an dichroic mirror and the accompanying
induced aberrations. Similar to the DOPM, the secondary objective of the IOPM again forms an
intermediate image of the excited oblique plane at the intermediate image plane. At this plane
the angled fiber-optic faceplate is placed in order to transfer the oblique onto a parallel plane as
described above.
After the light has traversed the faceplate it is then imaged onto the camera (XIMEA CB262MG-
GP-X8G3) by the tertiary imaging system consisting of a 10x 0.45 NA (Nikon CFI Plan Apo
Lambda 10X) objective and 4x 0.28 NA objective (Olympus XLFLUOR 4x) used as a tube lens.
In order to match the confocal parameter of the laser beam, as well as to ensure a frame rate of
333 fps, only a subarray formed by 600 px x 1900 px of the camera sensor was read out. This
enabled me to image a FOV of 1.5 mm x 2.3 mm x 1 mm. I then benchmarked the system’s
performance across the FOV and found a resolution of 1.78 +/- 1.04 μm x 1.38 +/- 0.94 μm x
13.99 +/- 6.02 μm (XYZ). This two-fold improvement in axial resolution due to the higher NA
also implied a higher potential for obtaining useful neural data from the whole brain of DT.

2.4 Unpublished results: MappingOf Auditory Areas ofDanionella translucida (DT)
with IOPM

A fascinating aspect of DT behavior is their acoustic communication by means of sounds that
male DT generate. These sounds consist of trains of pulses at 60 or 120 Hz that can last up to
minutes [64]. Although the exact role of these acoustic signals in their behavior and ecology are
currently not known, the existence of these signals nevertheless immediately poses questions
about the neural signature of conspecific acoustic signals and communication.
As a first elementary step towards answering these and more general questions about the aud-
itory system of DT, we attempted to map the auditory areas in the brain by presenting pure
tones and artificial replicas of natural vocalisations of male DT while recording neural activity
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throughout the whole brain with IOPM (Figure 8). By imaging the 333 oblique planes with an
inter-plane separation of 3 μm we were able to record a volume of 0.830 mm x 2.3 mm x 0.71
mm at a volume rate of 1 Hz. This imaging volume contained the entire brain of an adult male
DT expressing GCaMP6s in the nucleus of a larger fraction of its neurons (huc:h2b-gcamp6s
x tyr -/-). This data allowed us to monitor neural activity throughout the whole brain of DT at a
rate of 1Hz during acoustic stimulation. Furthermore throughout the major part of the brain, in
which image quality was not compromised by tissue scattering, we could extract neural activity
associated with single cell nuclei (Figure 9).
Using a regression analysis we identified the ROIs that were active during the presentation
of auditory stimuli (Figure 10a). Areas with auditory-evoked activity were situated throughout
the whole brain and we compared these regions with auditory areas described in other fish
species that were previously mapped out in histological and functional studies [67]. In the hind-
brain we identified regions that likely correspond to the dorso-octavolateral nucleus (DON) and
anterior-octavolateral nucleus (AON), which receive input from the primary auditory afferents
and project to secondary octaval population (SO) (Figure 10b,c). In the midbrain we identified
the Torus Semiscircularis (TSc), the homologue of the mammalian inferior colliculus [68] and
central posterior thalamic nucleus (CP). We also observed responses in additional regions, that
are considered upstream of the TSc such as in the ventral diencephalon and telencephalon.
Although auditory projection and responses that coarsely correspond to these areas have been
described in other fish [67], whether these areas really correspond to previously identified areas
is currently hard to determine.
In addition to the identification of the auditory areas of DT’s brain we also asked, whether we
could find functional differences within these areas. Since our stimulus contained pure tones
as well as artificial DT vocalisation we asked whether there might be neurons that respond
differently to these stimuli, since neurons that are tuned to specific features of typal vocalization
have been described in other vocal fish [69]. These previous studies identified these neurons
primarily in the TSc of the midbrain and therefore suggested that information content of neural
responses become more stimulus specific as activity propagates from hindbrain to midbrain
regions.
In order to make a preliminary step towards addressing these questions for the auditory system
of DT, we located the neurons that were more responsive to tones than burst and vice versa
by comparing the magnitude of their regression coefficients (Figure 10). Interestingly we found
neurons with a distinct response to pulses and tone throughout the whole brain, including the
TSc, but also the hindbrain nuclei DON and AON. This implies the possibility that information
about DT vocalizations might be functionally segregated already at an early stage of the auditory
pathway of DT (Figure 10).
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Figure 8: Image Transfer Oblique Plane Microscopy – (a) Mechanical Constrains of Diffractive Re-
Imaging: Higher numerical aperture (NA) of the system leads to mechanical constraints that prohibit
diffractive re-imgaging. (Magenta – Low NA, Green – High NA) (b) Setup - The laser focus at the gal-
vanometric scanning mirror (SMX) is imaged onto a de-centered point at a second galvanometric scan-
ning mirror (SMY) via a 4f system (L3,L4). This is then imaged onto the backfocal aperture of the imaging
objective OBJ1 by the 4f system consisting of the two tube lenses L1 and L2. This leads to an oblique
incidence at the sample. Scanning the mirror SMX excites fluorescence in an oblique plane. The emitted
fluorescence from the oblique plane is imaged onto the surface of a slanted fiber-optical faceplate at the
intermediate image plane (IIM) with unit magnification by means of three imaging systems (OBJ1 L1, L2
L3, L4 OBJ2). The fluorescence is coupled into one end of the fiber-optical faceplate and guided to the
non-slanted surface, which is then imaged onto the camera via a tertiary imaging system (OBJ3 TL5)
onto a camera. A volume is imaged by scanning and de-scanning the imaging plane in the sample by
scanning the galvanometric scanning mirror SMY. (c) A volume of fluorescent beads (1 μm diameter)
imaged by IOPM spanning the whole FOV of 2 mm x 1.4 mm x 1 mm, (d) the resolution throughout the
FOV determined by measuring the FWHM of the fluorescent beads in (c). Source: Created by Maximilian
Hoffmann
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Figure 9: Whole-brain Imaging of Danionella Translucida (DT) during Auditory Stimulation – (a)
Orthogonal maximum intensity projections of a temporally de-noised brain volume of DT (huc:h2b-
gcamp6s x tyr -/-) as recorded by the IOPM at 1Hz with overlayed 8447 region of interests (ROIs,
magenta), scale bar: 500 μm, (b) dF/F traces of the ROIs in this recording during auditory stimula-
tions. The time of stimulus presentations are indicated by red dots. White areas were removed from
display and analysis due to motion artefacts. Source: Created by Maximilian Hoffmann
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Figure 10: Auditory Areas of Danionella Translucida – (a) Stimulus response was modelled by ex-
ponential kernels to incorporate indicator decay times. The response magnitude was then estimated
by non-negative least squares regression (b) Orthogonal projections of maximum intensity projection
of a z-cored IOPM volume of DT (huc:h2b-gcamp6s x tyr -/-) with an overlay of 3655 ROIs that re-
spond to auditory stimuli (P>0.6). Green ROIs are more responsive to pure tones (higher regression
coefficients), whereas magenta ROIs are more responsive to click sound. (c) the likely position of aud-
itory brain regions forming the ascending auditory pathway of DT (dashed not yet identified) : DON:
dorso-octavolateral nucleus, AO: anterior-octavolateral nucleus, SOP: secondary-octaval population,
TSc: Torus Semi-circularis , PG: preglomerular nucleus CP: central posterior thalamic nucleus , Dm
: medial part of the dorsal telencephalic are, Dl: lateral part of the dorsal telencephalic area, AT: anterior
tuberal nucleus of the hypothalamus, scale bar: 500 μm. Source: Created by Maximilian Hoffmann
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3 Discussion and Outlook

The aim of this thesis work was to develop fast imaging tools with a large FOV in order to enable
whole brain imaging of the Danionins Danio rerio and Danionella translucida.
I identified OPM as the most promising technique to achieve this for two main reasons. Firstly,
due to its parallel detection scheme, OPM offers the high sampling rates that are needed to
record from many neurons. Secondly, it maintains optical sectioning, which is a prerequisite
for the imaging of densely labeled tissue at high spatial resolution. However the FOV of con-
ventional OPM is limited, since the common re-imaging step cannot be used at the low NA that
would allow FOVs beyond ∼ 1 mm.
In order to overcome this limit I developed two novel re-imaging solutions that are compatible
with low and intermediate NAs. I conceived and developed two microscopes, DOPM and IOPM,
which allowed to extend the FOV of OPM to up to 3mm. Finally, I demonstrated that these tech-
niques are indeed suitable for whole-brain optical neuroimaging of larval and juvenile zebrafish
as well as Danionella translucida.
In the case of diffractive oblique plane microscopy (DOPM) [66] introduced in section 2.1 a
diffraction grating is inserted to re-direct the light at the oblique imaging plane towards a tertiary
imaging plane. Using an imaging objective with a low NA of 0.28 my setup trades of NA for FOV
and is therefore able to achieve a final FOV of 3.3 mm × 3.0 mm × 1.0 mm, which is one order
of magnitude larger than the previous OPMs [44]. At the same time it maintains a resolution of
2.6 × 3.1 × 37.4 μm3.
Since the reflective geometry of DOPM is increasingly hard to implement for intermediate NAs
because ofmechanical constraints, I developed image transfer oblique planemicroscopy (IOPM)
featuring a novel re-imaging step presented in section 2.3. Here the grating is exchanged for a
fiber optic faceplate, which permits a transmissive geometry and therefore works well for inter-
mediate numerical apertures. As expected the higher NA of 0.5 led to a significant increase in
axial resolution (two-fold) while maintaining a relatively large FOV of 2 mm x 1.4 mm x 1 mm.
Together DOPM and IOPM make it possible to build OPMs at low and intermediate NA’s and
hereby extend the family of OPM microscopes to FOVs of up to 3mm, which approach FOVs
achieved by two-photon microscopes.
DOPM and IOPM were primarily developed to record neural data in a way that facilitates new
neuroscientific research of Danionins. I therefore performed neuroimaging expermients that
demonstrate their applicability. DOPM allows to image and record neural activity throughout
the entire nervous systems of larval and juvenile zebrafish. IOPM is able to optically record
neural activity throughout the whole brain of DT at 1 Hz, where in regions that were unaffected
by light scattering we could attribute this activity to single cells. As shown in section 2.4 IOPM
can be used to create high resolution whole brain activity maps of auditory regions in the DT
brain. This allows us to recover large parts of the auditory pathway of cyprinids within in one
experimental session of only 15 min.
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Figure 11: Different Performance Metrics of Neuroimaging Microscopes - hyMS [70]: a special-
ized two-photon point scanning microscope that scans a neuron-sized spot through the specimen, and
therefore images one neuron per timepoint, SCAPE [44, 71]: a well-known and performant conventional
OPM technique, Lightsheet [42]: LSM microscopy as used for whole-brain imaging of larval Zebrafish,
Mesoscope [36, 72]: a version of a two-photon pointscanning microscope with a very large FOV, AOD
scanning [73, 74]: A microscope that employs fast two-photon pointscanning with help of acousto-optical
deflectors (AOD), and IOPM, DOPM as presented in this thesis. Panel (a) and (b) - optical resolution
achieved, panel (c) - temporal throughput measured in samples per seconds, (d) - estimated number of
neurons that could be recorded per second. (DOPM is omitted in (d) because single cell resolution is
disputable.) Source: Created by Maximilian Hoffmann

Comparison to Other Techniques
With the qualitative comparisons of microscopy techniques from Section 1.3 in mind we can now
ask how unique these capabilities of DOPM and IOPM are in comparison to other techniques
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and speculate about future developments. Figure 11 compares some performance measures
of recently published microscopes with IOPM and DOPM.
These microscopes include two-photon point scanning microscopes such as the hyMS [70],
the Mesoscope [36] and the fast random access microscopes based on scanning by acoustio-
optical deflectors [73, 74], but also a conventional lightsheet microscope as used in [42] and
a conventional OPM technique called SCAPE [44]. As expected point-scanning methods out-
perform the OPM techniques because of their diffraction-limited performance. An exception
is hyMS, the resolution of which is intentionally reduced to 5 μm to match a single neuronal
soma (Figure 11a,b).
The main objective of this thesis was to at the same time extend the FOV and to retain the
high throughput of OPM techniques. Indeed the FOV of IOPM and DOPM are approximately
ten times larger than the one achieved by previous techniques such as SCAPE (Figure 11c).
This however was only possible by trading-off NA and resolution, which in IOPM and DOPM is
therefore reduced in comparison to SCAPE or the light sheet microscope.
Since our technique is aimed at neuroimaging, temporal throughput is equally important. Here
an important comparison is the theoretical upper limit to the throughput of point scanning tech-
niques defined as the number of distinct image points that can be recorded per second. For
point-scanning methods that sample one point at a time this throughput is capped by the fluores-
cence lifetime, because faster measurements would lead to signal mixing between consecutive
image points. Figure 11c shows that this limit is currently already approached by highly optim-
ized point-scanning techniques like hyMS or the Mesoscope.
OPM with its parallel detection scheme is not subject to this limit. Therefore techniques like
SCAPE, IOPM and DOPM routinely achieve rates that are close to this limit and are expected to
surpass the limit as more efficient and faster cameras become available. Figure 11c, however,
also shows that IOPM and DOPM, the techniques developed here, indeed occupy a unique
position by combining this high temporal throughput achieved through parallel detection with a
large FOV.
Finally, an important metric for neuroscientific applications is the number of neurons a micro-
scope is able to record from in one second (Figure 11d). Since a neuronal soma in Danionins
is ∼ 5 × 5 × 5 μm large we can assess how many of these somata fit into the FOV and could
be recorded from during one second given the speed of the microscope. In this comparison
we omitted DOPM, because its axial resolution is much larger than needed for true single cell
resolution in densely labeled samples.
Again the graph contains a theoretical limit, at which a point scanning microscope would operate
at the speed of one neuron per fluorescence lifetime period. Among point-scanningmicroscopes
only hyMS approaches this limit by employing a special high power laser and temporal multi-
plexing in order to excite one neuron with one laser pulse. Other techniques like the Mesoscope
record multiple samples for every neuron and therefore are easily outperformed by microscopes
employing parallel detection like the lightsheet microscope or the OPM techniques.
The sampling rate of IOPM is comparable to that of other OPM techniques like SCAPE (Fig-
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ure 11c). However due to its favourable choice of trade-off between resolution and FOV it is
potentially able to record from as many neurons as the fastest point scanning microscope (Fig-
ure 11d). At the same time it maintains a FOV that is 30x larger than previous OPM techniques
used for neuroimaging.

Possible Future Improvements
Despite their unique capabilities, DOPM and IOPM both remain complementary to other micro-
scopy techniques, but future developments and optical research will likely increase the range
of their applicability. The speed of DOPM and IOPM will be able to exceed the theoretical
speed of point scanning microscopes as faster and more sensitive cameras become available.
These techniques would still remain vulnerable to scattering because of their one-photon ex-
citation. However this could partially mitigated by structured illumination [75] and confocal-slit
detection [76] combined with potential non-linear illumination.
Aiming for a large FOV, DOPM and IOPM both have a lower axial resolution than previous
version of OPM [52, 46] due to the reduced NA. Future custom optics might be able to increase
the NA of our systems, while maintaining their current FOV. Although the re-imaging steps were
developed for low and intermediate NA, even for higher NAs, our re-imaging step would be
more light efficient than conventional OPM [66]. It would therefore be preferable to implement
our OPM re-imaging step even at slightly higher NAs, if the system is to be optimized for light
efficiency. Finally, without an additional increase of the NA of the system, the resolution of
both OPM systems could be improved via a multi-view deconvolution approach to OPM [77,
78]. Here two OPM volumes taken from different direction are computationally combined to
increase sectioning capability and resolution.

New Possibilities For Neuroscience
Already in their present form, both systemswill enable novel interesting neuroscientific research.
DOPM with its increased FOV that can accommodate multiple larval Zebrafish, will be an at-
tractive option for future studies that may involve freely moving larval zebrafish [60] or social
interactions of several Zebrafish larvae [79]. Additionally it could be of interest for investigating
the motor system, since the spinal cord and brain can be imaged at the same time, even in
juvenile zebrafish [80].
As shown in section 2.4, IOPM is well suited to image neural population activity throughout the
whole-brain and of whole sensory pathways of DT at 1Hz. It will therefore be a valuable tool to
further functionally characterize the auditory brain regions and to investigate the neural basis of
the sensory processing of the acoustic communication of DT.
Of course the current imaging technique is not limited to investigations of the auditory system,
but could be used to investigate other sensory modalities and cognitive functions like memory or
learning. Although many neuroscientific questions might be investigated in a sequential manor
by tiling the field of view with a point-scanning microscope the microscopes presented here
have the advantage of facilitating these experiments due to the high throughput. This might be
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especially important in cases where it is unknown where plastic or dynamic changes in the brain
might be occurring. This might the case for studies that involve learning of an unknown task or
brain regions that are not as well characterized such as the fish pallium.
Beyond that the quasi–simultaneously recording of the whole-brain allows to correlate activity
across distant brain regions and will allow tomeasure how global brain wide activity is organized.
It therefore opens the possibility of exciting research into phenomena involving global brain
states such as epileptic seizures [81] or anesthesia [45] and the instantaneous correlation of
behavioural variability with brain-wide neural activity [82].
Finally, both microscopes have been developed for neuroimaging of Danionins, but their usage
of course is not limited to that. Both microscopes might therefore for example be useful in rodent
neuroscience. Although their penetration depth would necessarily be quite low due to scattering
they could still be an interesting option for imaging layer 1 of cortex including sparsely labeled
apical dendrites of pyramidal cells over a large FOV.

Outlook
The contribution of this thesis work to current scientific efforts is therefore two-fold: On the one
hand it improved oblique plane microscopy and extended it towards a larger FOV. This improve-
ment is compatible with other concurrent research about OPM [78, 83, 84] and will therefore
likely lead to further new developments in the field of microscopy. On the other hand it also cre-
ated microscopes with unique capabilities that are of immediate use in neuroscientific research
of Danionins and beyond. In particular the combination of the OPM techniques developed here
with the advantages of the transparent model organism Danionelle translucida allows to record
neural population activity from the whole brain of an adult vertebrate at 1 Hz. This expanded
capability of optical neural population imaging will hopefully lead to new insights into the prop-
erties and function of the nervous system at a systemic level.
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A Experimental Procedures

A.1 DOPM Setup Details

 A detailed description of the DOPM setup can be found in [66].

A.2 IOPM Setup Details

The specimen is re-imaged by a series of three imaging systems (IM1: 10x 0.5 NA objective CFI
Plan Apochromat 10XCGlyc + f=200mm, TTL200MP, Thorlabs, IM2:  2x f=200mm, TTL200MP,
Thorlabs , IM3: f=200mm, TTL200MP and 10x 0.45 NA  Nikon CFI Plan Apo Lambda 10X M).
Into the image plane a face plate (FP, Schott 24AS 2.5) , with a slanted surface of 35 degrees (
the angle that is formed by the oblique plane and the backsurface) is inserted. The light intensity
on the surface of the FP is coupled into the waveguides and imaged by a tertiary imaging system
( 10x 0.45 NA, Nikon CFI Plan Apo Lambda 10X M and Olympus 4x 0.28 NA XLFLUOR) onto a
camera (CB120MG-CM-X8G3, Ximea) The excitation laser ( Laser Cobolt 06-MLD 488nm 30
mW , !0 = 12μm in the specimen) is directed onto a galvanometric scanning mirror (6 mm, 8315
K, CambridgeTechnology, SMX) and is then deflected off-center into the imaging path by a knife
edge mirror, that is placed as close as possible to the BFP of the last objective. The emission
as well as the excitation light is de-scanned by (25 mm beam diameter, 6240H,Cambridge
Technology, SMY)

A.3 Microscope Control Software and Pipeline

The DOPM was controlled via a custom image acquisition software written in Matlab and C++
that controlled the camera and the data acquisition card (NI-USB6363, National Instruments).
The IOPM was controlled via a custom image acquisition software written in Python and C++,
which controlled the camera and the data acquisition card (NI-USB6363, National Instruments).
Before each acquisition a background frame was recorded ( mean of 100 images at selected
exposure time). This background was then subtracted from each imaged plane. Since the OPM
acquires data in a sheared coordinate system (Figure 12) prior to all data analysis the data was
transformed to the rectilinear lab coordinate system from its native sheared geometry. In the
case of DOPM this was done via the 3d affine transformation A= [[1 0 0 0],[0 1 −tan(θ) 0],[
0 0 cos(θ) 0],[0 0 0 1]] (homogeneous coordinates, scale and shear), where θ is the grating
angle with respect to the optical axis. This was done either by imwarp (Matlab, Mathworks
Inc. , linear interpolation) or warpAffine (opencv 3, linear interpolation). In the case of IOPM
de-shearing was done via a simple pixel shift that corresponded to the shearing angle in the
system. (Figure 12)
In case of the IOPM the data frequently contained movement artefacts, which were corrected by
a custom image registration code using pyANTS and scikit-image. The registration was done
using a piece-wise rigid motion correction (Figure 12b). A single frame in our recording was se-
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Figure 12: Image Processing Pipeline - a) With an OPM images are acquired in a sheared geometry.
In order to work in a normal Cartesian frame of reference the volume is de-sheared after background
subtraction. b) Motion occurring during timelapse imaging of the IOPM is corrected by a rigid motion
correction via cross-correlations of maximum intensity projection. As a second step a rigid displacement
is estimated for sub-volumes via cross-correlation. This coarse displacement is then interpolated to a
non-rigid displacement map and applied to the volume. Source: Created by Maximilian Hoffmann

lected as a reference volume. For every volume in our recording a rigid 3D displacement was
determined by estimating the shift via the phase correlation of all 3 possible 2Dmaximum intens-
ity projections. After correcting for global displacement, non-rigid displacement was then carried
out by locally estimating the 3D displacement on chunks of the data (128 px× 128 px× 128 px).
The resulting coarse displacement field was interpolated to yield a smooth displacement map
at the single pixel level, which was then applied to the volume.

A.4 Resolution Measurements With Volumetric Beads

Fluorescent beads (diameter 1 μm) were dispersed in a poly-acrylamide gel between a cov-
erslide and a coverslip held apart by a silicon spacer. A stack of the whole accessible image
volume at an isotropic voxel size of 1.625 μm was taken. The stack was then transformed as
described in section A. The stack was thresholded at the 99.99th percentile and all connected
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components were segmented out within a ROI of 33×33×303 μm (X×Y×Z) For the quantifica-
tion of the lateral resolution each ROI was maximum intensity projected along z. The lateral
resolution in x and y were determined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line plot
through the maximum of this projection. The axial sectioning capability was determined as the
FWHM of the sum of all pixel values along the XY planes of each bead volume. Often two or
more beads were axially contained in one ROI, which manifested in a bimodal distribution of the
axial sectioning FWHM. This bi-modal distribution was fit by a Gaussian mixture model. The
ROIs belonging to the distribution with the higher mean and therefore contained multiple beads
were excluded from the analysis.

A.5 Animal Husbandry

DT specimens were kept in commercial zebrafish aquaria (Tecniplast) with the following water
parameters: pH 7.3, conductivity 350 µS/cm, temperature 27 °C.
Zebrafish specimens were kept in commercial zebrafish aquaria (Tecniplast) with the following
water parameters: pH 7.3, conductivity 745 µS/cm, temperature 27 °C.
Zebrafish larvae were raised at 24 degrees celsius. For the first 24 hours embryos developed
in embryo medium [85]. Afterward, larvae were exclusively raised in A2000 solution.

A.6 Animal Experiments

All animal experiments conformed to Berlin state, German federal and European Union animal
welfare regulations and were approved by the LAGeSo, the Berlin admission authority for animal
experiments:
The license used for Zebrafish experiments was G0171/15 (Issued 26.08.2015).
The license used for experiments withDanionella translucidawasG0317/16 (Issued 26.04.2017)

A.6.1 Imaging of Juvenile Zebrafish

A juvenile Zebrafish larva (nacre, elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6s) was restrained by embedding it in
agarose (2% Low melting point) and placed under the microscope. All images were taken with
3 ms exposure time, a 2 ms lasersweep time and an average laser power of 11mW at the image
plane.

A.6.2 Imaging of DT

DT were put into a pre-formed agarose mold, which allowed the gills to move freely, and im-
mobilized with 2% low-melting point agarose. A mouthpiece, made from a glass pipette was
inserted into their mouth and the fish were then perfused with filtered system water via a peri-
staltic pump. The excitation beam had a power of ≈5.3 mW after the imaging objective. It was
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scanned through one plane in 2ms. This coincided with the 2 ms sensor exposures. Record-
ing and read-out of one plane took 3.1 ms. We could therefore image 332 planes spanning
827.5 μm at 1 Hz volume rate.

A.6.3 Imaging of DT during Auditory Stimulation

Stimulus presentation was controlled by a module of the microscope software and streamed
via a second DAQ card (NI-USB6363, National Instruments), which shared a clock signal with
the microscope. The signal was delivered to an audio amplifier (Apart Champ Four), whose
output was fed into an loudspeaker (VIS2801, Visaton), which was embedded beside the fish.
The stimulus presentation began 120 seconds after the recording started, in order to wait for
adaptation of the fish to blue light. The stimuli consisted of pure sine tones of 30, 45, 60, 75, 90,
105, 120, 140, 160, 180, 250, 300 and 400 Hz and pulse trains of 60 and 120 Hz. The pulse
trains consisted of individual pulses of the form

I(t) = 2ı · 5000Hz · t · exp−2(ı·5000Hz·t)2

. At this point the amplitude of the stimuli was arbitrarily chosen to be 1V for the tones and 6V
for the pulses (peak-to-peak, measured before the speaker). The stimuli lasted 5 second and
were separated by 10 seconds of silence. The block of all stimuli was presented 5 times.

A.7 ROI Segmentation Zebrafish

The extraction of fluorescence traces and spatial footprints from single cells was done by per-
forming the cell segmentation of the CaImAn package[86] on subblocks of the imaging data with
greedyROI initialisation. The footprints and traces where then aggregated and only ROIs with
a standard deviation above the 70.1th percentile were kept. This threshold was chosen, as it
was seen to reject spurious and noisy ROIs by manual inspection. ∆F/F traces were calculated
by subtracting and dividing each extracted trace by its temporal mean.

A.8 ROI Segmentation DT

For the purpose of ROI segmentation the 4D data is de-trended by removing the first spatial
PCA. Subsequently a contrast enhanced map of the volume is calculated via temporal PCA.
The spatial loadings of the first 200 temporal principal components are computed. The map is
than created by averaging these component weighted by their explained variance. The resulting
volume is therefore equivalent to a denoised z-scored volume. Seed voxels for ROI segment-
ation are determined by finding the local maxima in this volume. Afterwards it is thresholded
above its 90th percentile. The final ROI mask is then computed by thresholding the local cor-
relation map of the temporal PCAs around the seed voxel at P= 0.5.
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A.9 Regression Analyis DT

dF/F0 was calculated as F(t)-mean(F(t))/F(t). Regressors where build by convolving stimulus
indicator functions with exponential kernels of varying decay times from 0 to 5 s that modelled the
underlying calcium and fluorescence decay. The signal of each ROI was regressed onto these
regressors using non negative least squares. The regression coefficients of the regression run
with the highest R2 value was kept.
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Imaging of neuronal activity with fluorescent indicators is an important technique in neuroscience. However, it re-
mains challenging to record volumetric image data at fast frame rates and good resolution. One promising technique
to achieve this goal is light sheet microscopy (LSM), but the right angle configuration of the excitation and imaging
system limits its application. Oblique plane microscopy (OPM), a variant of LSM, circumvents this limitation by
exciting oblique planes and detecting the image through the same microscope objective lens. So far, these techniques
have relied on the use of high numerical aperture (NA) detection objective lenses, which limits their field of view. Here
we present an OPM technique that allows for the use of low NA objective lenses by redirecting the light with the help
of a diffraction grating. The microscope maintains a micrometer-scale lateral resolution over a large addressable im-
aging volume of 3.3 × 3.0 × 1.0 mm3. We demonstrate its practicality by imaging the whole brain of larval and juvenile
zebrafish. © 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.6.001166

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical recording of neural activity has become an essential part
of neuroscientific research. One of the most widely used tech-
niques, two-photon microscopy [1], has an excellent resolution,
is resilient to scattering tissue, and can record from a large field of
view (FOV) [2,3], but its sequential detection scheme and the
fluorescence lifetime limit the amount of neurons per unit of time
it can record from. A number of techniques have thus been
developed to increase volumetric imaging speed. Some techniques
try to increase the excitation spot size of the two-photon scanning
microscope [4,5], therefore reducing the number of points that
have to be sampled. This enables faster acquisition rates from
a given volume, but fundamentally remains subject to the limi-
tations imposed by sequential detection. Other optical techniques
achieve volumetric recordings by capturing a single snapshot on a
camera sensor and thereby circumvent the limitations of sequen-
tial scanning schemes. This is achieved by multi-aperture imaging
combined with computational reconstruction, as in light field
microscopy [6–10] or by multiplexing and focusing different focal
planes onto different sensor areas with the help of diffractive op-
tics [11–13]. These camera-based techniques employ one-photon
excitation, since the requirements on the total power of the light
source as well as on the maximal permissive energy flux into the
specimen can be more easily met. This sacrifices the confinement
of the excitation volume of non-linear microscopy and leads to the
loss of any optical sectioning capability, understood here as the
“missing cone” in the 3D optical transfer function of the micro-
scope [14]. One way to guarantee optical sectioning in linear
microscopy is to break the collinearity of emission and excitation
point spread functions (PSFs) as in light sheet microscopy or se-
lective plane illumination microscopy (LSM/SPIM) techniques

[15–17]. In LSM/SPIM, a light sheet perpendicular to the imag-
ing objective excites the imaging plane. The excited fluorescence
from an entire plane is then imaged onto a camera sensor by an
imaging system situated at a right angle to the excitation beam.
This requires the specimen to be accessible and optically trans-
parent on both the imaging side as well as on the perpendicular
excitation side, which is often not possible due to the cranium or
other anatomical features of the organism of interest, such as the
eyes in the case of fish.

Oblique plane microscopy (OPM) techniques circumvent
these geometrical constraints by realizing lightsheet-type excita-
tion and imaging through the same objective lens on oblique
planes [18–26]. As a result, they require access to the sample from
one side only (e.g., the top of the head for neuronal imaging).
Exciting tilted planes decreases the angle between emission and
excitation PSF [Fig. 1(a)], but still enables optical sectioning.
For volumetric imaging, the oblique excitation sheet is scanned
while the emitted light is descanned onto an oblique intermediate
image plane. A high-speed OPM technique termed SCAPE
achieves this with fast scanning mirrors and has been used to im-
age neuronal calcium signals in mice and in larval Drosophila
[21,27]. To avoid spherical aberrations associated with imaging
of oblique planes, OPM methods employ a one-to-one magnifi-
cation system [28]. The oblique intermediate image plane is then
brought to lie perpendicular to the optical axis of a tertiary
imaging system and can be captured in a conventional way by
a camera. To maintain the FOV of the primary imaging system,
the third objective lens has to have the same or lower NA, because
optical design restrictions lead to an inverse relationship between
objective NA and attainable FOV. This reimaging geometry in-
herently leads to losses, as parts of the light will not propagate
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inside the acceptance angle of the tertiary objective lens
[Fig. 1(b)]. The loss becomes total at an NA ≤ 0.5 and prohibits
the use of low-NA objectives, which are needed for large-
FOV imaging. This has so far limited the FOV of OPM to ≤1 ×
1 mm2 [21,29].

Here, we overcome this limitation by employing a diffraction
grating to allow oblique reimaging for low-NA objectives [30] and
therefore enable OPM across a large FOV of 3.3 × 3.0 mm2

[Fig. 1(c)].

2. METHOD

Our optical setup is schematically summarized in Fig. 1(d). Two
identical imaging systems consisting of an imaging objective lens
(XLFluor, 4 × , 0.28 NA, corrected for a water layer of 0–5 mm,
Olympus, used as OBJ1 and OBJ2) and a telecentric tube lens
(TTL200MP, f � 200 mm, Thorlabs, used as TL1 and TL2)

are placed back to back in order to create an intermediate image
of the sample at the intermediate image plane (IIM). Here, OBJ1
carries an immersion cap (not shown), which establishes a stable
contact surface to the water-embedded specimen. Our imaging
system thus creates an intermediate image of the object
with a lateral magnification M lat � 1 and an axial magnification
Max � nair∕nwater � 0.75.

To excite fluorescence within the specimen, excitation light is
generated by a 473 nm laser (MBL-FN-473-100, CNI Laser),
which is coupled into a single-mode fiber and collimated by
an aspheric lens (F240APC-532, Thorlabs) to create a
Gaussian beam with a waist of 10 μm in the specimen. This re-
sults in a theoretical confocal parameter, twice the Rayleigh
length, of 954 μm. The laser beam is then directed onto a galva-
nometric scanning mirror (6 mm, 8315 K, Cambridge
Technology, SMX), which is placed at the Fourier plane of the
second imaging system. Being reflected of a dichroic mirror

(d)

(b) (c)(a)
all lll ll

I

l

I II

Fig. 1. Principle of operation. (a) Recording geometry of oblique plane microscopy: a swept Gaussian laser beam (dark blue) excites an oblique plane
within the specimen (dashed box); the optical section is the result of the angle between the detection point spread function (PSF, green ellipsoid) and the
excitation PSF (Gaussian beam). The emitted fluorescence light within the acceptance angle (green cone) is captured by the objective. Volumetric imaging
is achieved by scanning the excitation light to parallel planes (light blue). The white circles represent sample points on the sheared volumetric grid and
successive camera images. (b) Oblique reimaging for two different numerical apertures: an intermediate image plane (circles) is created and reimaged by
two identical objectives. A part of the light cone emerging from the first objective (green) is not collected (red) because it does not propagate within the
acceptance angle of the second objective. As the numerical aperture (NA) decreases, the light is completely lost. (c) Diffractive oblique reimaging: the
inserted diffraction grating diffracts parts of the light into a direction almost perpendicular to the grating and allows reimaging at low NA. The angle of
the grating matches the angles of the imaging planes in (b). (d) Setup: the laser focus at the galvanometric scanning mirror (SMX) is imaged onto a
decentered spot at the backfocal aperture of the imaging objective OBJ1 by the 4f system consisting of the two tube lenses TL1 and TL2. This leads to
an oblique incidence at the sample. Scanning the mirror SMX excites fluorescence in an oblique plane. The emitted fluorescence from the oblique plane is
imaged onto a blazed diffraction grating (GR) at the intermediate image plane (IIM) with unit magnification by means of two identical imaging systems
(OBJ1 TL1, OBJ2 TL2). The surface of the diffraction grating (GR) is imaged by a third imaging system (OBJ3, TL3) place perpendicular to the grating
surface. The third imaging system collects the diffracted fluorescence at the IIM and images it onto the camera. A volume is imaged by scanning and
descanning the imaging plane in the sample by scanning the galvanometric scanning mirror SMY.
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(DM), the galvanometric mirror surface is then imaged onto an
off-center point at the back focal aperture of the primary imaging
objective (OBJ1). This point is chosen to be maximally displaced
from the optical axis while preventing occlusion of the excitation
beam. For the NA of 0.28 used here, this beam then exits OBJ1 at
the corresponding oblique angle of 14.6° (in air, corresponding to
10.9° in water) and can be used to excite fluorescence in an
oblique plane by quickly ramping the scanning mirror SMX.

To translate the excited plane through the specimen, we
adopt a strategy similar to that used in Refs. [21,25] and use a
scanning mirror to scan the excitation light while descanning the
emission light.

In our case, the first imaging system contains a large-aperture
galvanometric mirror (25 mm beam diameter, 6240H,
Cambridge Technology, SMY), which is placed as close as pos-
sible to the back focal plane of the objective lens. This imaging
geometry leads to an angle of about 14.6° between the emission
and the excitation PSF [Fig. 1(b)]. It also leads to the familiar
non-rectilinear coordinate system (xyz 0) of OPM [25], which
can be transformed into a conventional coordinate system via
an affine transformation consisting of scaling and shearing
[Fig. 1(b), Supplement 1].

Because the emission light is descanned, every plane of excited
fluorescence is always reimaged onto the same oblique plane at the
IIM, which in conventional OPMs is reimaged onto a camera in
transmission by a tilted tertiary imaging system. If both systems
have the same NA, this inherently leads to the loss of signal, since
some of the light propagates outside of the acceptance angle of the
tertiary imaging system [Fig. 1(b)]. This problem only gets worse
with lower-NA objective lenses and leads to a total loss of all signal
at an NA ≤ 0.5. For large-FOV, low-NA objectives such as the
0.28 NA objective used here, the conventional solution to
reimaging is therefore inapplicable [Fig. 1(c)].

To enable the reimaging of an oblique plane formed by a
low-NA objective lens, we introduced a reflective blazed grating
at the intermediate image plane and aligned it to be coplanar with
the image of the oblique fluorescence plane [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)].

Therefore, every point emitter in the excited plane will be im-
aged and thus focused onto a point on the grating surface. This
light focus is then diffracted into multiple orders, emerging at
different directions, which can be approximated by the grating
equation

�mλ∕d − sin�α�� � sin�β�:
In our case, λ � 510 nm is the central emission wavelength of
eGFP, α � �90 − 14.6�° is the incidence angle, β is the diffraction
angle with respect to the grating normal, d is the grating period,
and m is an integer.

Given these parameters, we chose a commercially available gra-
ting with period d � 555 nm (GR, Richardson 33025FL01-
290R, 26.7° blaze, 1800/mm), which resulted in three allowed
diffraction orders m � −2, −1, 0 predicted at β � −60.4, 2.8,
and 75.4°, of which the m � −1 diffraction order was measured
to carry 43% (at λ � 532 nm) of the incident light. Since the
diffracted light in this order propagated almost perpendicularly
to the grating, it could now be captured [Fig. 1(d)] by a tertiary
imaging system with the identical NA as the reimaging system.
The tertiary imaging system consisted of an objective (OBJ3,
XLFluor 4 × , 0.28 NA) and a tube lens (TL3, TTL 180-A),
which imaged the IIM on the grating surface onto a camera

(ORCA-Flash4.0 V2, Hamamatsu). We note that although the
diffraction grating was a dispersive element, no additional chro-
matic aberrations were introduced, since the grating surface was
imaged directly onto the camera sensor plane (Supplement 1).
The camera sensor contained 2048 × 2048 pixels with a
pixel pitch of 6.5 μm. We used a region of 2048 × 616 pixels,
which corresponded to an effective FOV of 3328 μm �X� ×
1001 μm �Z 0� at the grating plane. This matched the confocal
parameter and approximate axial imaging range of the Gaussian
excitation beam. Furthermore, it allowed us to increase the per-
missible frame rate to 333 Hz. For volumetric imaging, this
image plane could be scanned by �1500 μm in y with help
of SMY, resulting in an accessible imaging volume of 3.3 mm ×
3.0 mm × 1.0 mm (X × Y × Z).

3. RESULTS

To characterize the optical system, we first imaged a sample of
fluorescent beads (diameter 1 μm) dispersed in agarose and re-
corded images of beads throughout the whole accessible imaging
volume [Fig. 2(a)]. Choosing the distance (along y) between the
imaging planes to match the effective pixel size of our camera re-
sulted in an isotropic voxel size of 1.625 μm. Example images at
increasing distances from the center of the imaging FOV are
shown in Fig. 2(b) and exhibit a constant image quality. We then
quantified the lateral resolution of our system by calculating the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line sections through
maximum intensity projections of each bead. The average
FWHM values across the FOV were 2.6� 1.6 (x) and 3.1�
1.8 μm (y). To determine the axial sectioning capability, we

(a) (c)

(b)

al

al

al

Fig. 2. Quantification of system resolution. (a) Beads in full FOV,
maximum intensity projection of bead volume after shear transformation
(ST), scale bar 1000 μm. (b) Example beads, maximum intensity pro-
jections of five 1 μm sized beads along x, y, and z after ST; the location
in the total FOV is indicated by the arrows in (a), scale bar 20 μm.
(c) Resolution across the FOV; each plot shows the dependency of
the resolution (mean ± SD) along x, y, and z on bead position along
x, y, and z (top to bottom).
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measured the average FWHM of the axial energy distribution of
the microsphere images, calculated as the sum of all pixel values
along the xy planes of a bead volume and found it to be 37.4�
8.4 μm (n � 3432). This was constant throughout the FOV, but
changed as expected with axial distance from the native image
plane due to the broadening of the excitation beam [Fig. 2(c)].
A rough estimate of the information throughput of this imaging
configuration can be obtained by dividing its accessible FOV
of 3.3 mm × 3.0 mm × 1.0 mm by its volumetric resolution
�2.6 × 3.1 × 37.4 μm3�, resulting in 3.5 × 107 resolvable image
points. The data throughput of our microscope is limited by the
speed of the camera and can be approximated by the amount of
resolvable points in one camera frame �3.3 mm × 1.0 mm∕
�2.6 μm × 37 μm�� multiplied by the maximum frame rate
(333Hz) to yield 11.1 million samples per second (MS/s). To show
that we can consistently capture neuronal activity throughout this
imaging volume, we recorded the time changing fluorescence of
neurons in a restrained zebrafish larva (elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6s,
4 dpf). We translated it to 3 × 3 different extreme points in the
FOV [Fig. 3(a)]. At each position, we recorded a time series of
the region containing the entire larva (3328 × 382 × 1001 μm3,
191 planes) at a volume rate of 1.75 Hz and were able to record
neural activity. [Fig. 3(b), Supplement 1, Visualization 1]. As a sec-
ond demonstration, we also imaged the time-dependent fluorescent
changes of neurons throughout an entire juvenile zebrafish (elavl3:
H2B-GCaMP6s, 33 dpf), an age at which conventional LSM
would be challenging due to shadowing effects caused by the eyes
and developing skull. We recorded a time series of a 3328 μm ×
812 μm × 1001 μm volume, containing the whole fish brain.

[s. Fig. 3(b)] Within this volume, we recorded 406 planes at a
2 μm spacing. This enabled us to record from 997 neurons at a
volume rate of 0.8 Hz [Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), Supplement 1,
Visualization 2].

4. DISCUSSION

The microscope design presented in this paper enables fast volu-
metric recording of neural activity throughout a volume of 3.3 ×
3 × 1.0 mm3 by capturing imaging data from 333 tilted planes
per second. The increase in accessible imaging volume in
comparison to previously reported OPM techniques [18–25] is
an order of magnitude. We achieve this by using a low-NA ob-
jective and modification of the central reimaging step of OPM
with the help of a diffraction grating.

While allowing for the use of low-NA objectives with increased
FOV, our current implementation has an upper limit for the NA.
With two objectives on the same side of a reflective grating, geo-
metrical constraints would limit the maximum possible NA to
0.71 (sin 45°). If desired, this limitation could be overcome by
using transmission gratings.

Compared to other OPM techniques, we are trading off pho-
ton efficiency and resolution for FOV and flexibility, but there are
several ways to improve those quantities (Supplement 1). The ef-
ficiency could be further increased by transitioning to a custom-
designed 0.5 NA objective lens with a FOV similar to those
designed and used in Refs. [2,3]. This would simultaneously in-
crease the resolution, the sectioning capability, and the system
bandwidth, allowing it to capture more distinct axial planes.
Additionally, the efficiency could be increased by a more efficient

(a) (c)

(d) (e)

(b)

RO
I I

D

Fig. 3. Measurement of neuronal activity over a large field of view (FOV). (a) Larval zebrafish at different locations across the accessible FOV: montage
of a restrained 4dpf Huc:GCaMP6s nuclear zebrafish larva sequentially imaged at nine different locations within the accessible FOV [maximum intensity
projection (MIP)]; see Supplement 1, Visualization 1. (b) Slice of the larval zebrafish brain at 100 μm depth and location v. (c) MIP of a 33 dpf Huc:
GCaMP6s in the accessible microscope FOV, which was recorded in the time lapse experiments. The dashed red box represents the imaged region.
(d) MIP of the brain with overlayed contours of the regions of interest along all three dimensions of the volume; see Supplement 1, Visualization 2.
(e) Extracted temporal dF/F traces of the regions of interest shown in (d); scale bar in (a), (b), (c), (d) 250 μm.
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diffractive surface. Last, the speed of the technique is currently
limited only by the camera speed, but could be increased by
implementing a more suitable sampling scheme. Since our micro-
scope captures oblique planes [the xz slice in Fig. 2(b)], a Nyquist
sampling along the shorter dimension x leads to a redundant sam-
pling along z. By employing anamorphic optics in the tertiary
imaging step, the image could be transformed so that both dimen-
sions are exactly sampled at the Nyquist criterion by the quadratic
pixel grid of the camera. This would cut down on the number of
acquired pixels per frame and would enable recordings at higher
frame rates. This tailored sampling scheme, combined with faster,
sensitive cameras, will further increase the sampling rate of this
technique.

5. CONCLUSION

Diffractive OPM introduces a new solution for the central reim-
aging geometry in OPM. It extends the family of these techniques
to larger FOVs, and although its resolution is reduced by the use
of low-NA objectives, the technique retains OPM’s key advan-
tages, such as high speed, a partially parallel detection scheme,
true optical sectioning, and a dynamically adjustable region of
interest.
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